2019 Winter Cat Season
Our 2019 Cat Season was interesting…much like 2018 was cold, accompanied by a much deeper
snowpack than usual; 2019 brought the opposite. Unseasonably warm conditions and a serious
lack of precipitation until the end of the season kept us on our toes. These cat hunts are one of the
most weather dependant hunts around, and when things aren’t ideal, it makes us work for it.
Luckily the crew at Arcadia is not afraid to put in the time and eﬀort, and we made it happen.

Our season began with Rob Saunders, who came out at the
beginning of December. We had previously had a nice dump of
snow mid-September, and again mid-October. This left us a
decent snowpack up high that luckily did not melt when
everything else warmed up. It allowed us to hunt only half the
area in the high country though, so we put the miles on to find
what we were looking for. We hunted three days, and cut a
dozen cat tracks or so until we found the one we wanted. After
one of the shortest chases of the season with the hounds, Rob
and the guys were on one of the steepest slopes in the area. With
a compound bow shooting uphill at that angle, on such uneven
terrain, it was not an easy shot. Rob put two arrows into the big
Tom, and was able to drag the cougar downhill the entire way
back to the ATV. Rob’s cougar was aged at 7 or 8 years old, with
plenty of tooth wear, and had a record book skull at 15 2/8”.
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While on Rob’s hunt searching for Cougar tracks, we were
noticing a plethora of Lynx around. I even bumped into one at 15
yards while out scouting without a hunter close by! Murphy’s
Law! After Rob harvested his big Tom, he headed home and we
brought in our good friends Cody Voermans and Tavis Molnar,
along with Cody’s son Lane. On our first day of the hunt, Cody
and Lane harvested a beautiful male Lynx. This was Lane’s
birthday as well, so made for quite an exciting day!
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After Christmas break and New Years, we brought in husband and
wife team Erica and Shane Laye, along with their partner in crime
Kolby Johnston. We started oﬀ the hunt giving chase to multiple
lynx and bobcat, each time losing the wily cats in the deadfall or
rocks. It became a bit frustrating on us and tiring on the poor
hounds, so we switched gears and started looking for a big
cougar instead. We cut a good looking track right behind camp,
and followed it well up the mountain on foot with a few hounds
in tow to freshen it up. When the hounds started getting excited,
we released the dogs and were shocked to find the cat running
right back to where it came from, over two mountain peaks to get
there. By this point we were committed, and after all the eﬀort
put in, not about to let this one go! After over 13kms walked and
a few thousand feet of vertical gain and loss, we made it over to
the dogs and the treed cat. Kolby aimed true and harvested a
beautiful female Lion, just over 110lbs. She was a resident in the
area hunting sheep and deer, and was a perfect cougar to harvest
for proper predator management.
Next up we had Erica. Shane and Erica put in the miles running
roads, searching and searching. When we finally found him, we
dumped the box. The hounds GPS units read treed within a mile
of where we loosed, so we began our steep ascent. The cougar
bailed out of the tree a few times before we could arrive, but each
time the dogs were in hot pursuit and quickly put him back up.
Erica made a great shot and harvested a very handsome Tom,
weighing in right around 130lbs. Immediately after the shot, a
second cat bailed out of a nearby tree, and we released the
hounds once again. Within another half mile, they put this cat
back up the tree as well, and when we arrived discovered it to be
another nice Tom, very likely the sibling to the one just
harvested. This is normal for cats up to 3-4 years old, being
litter-mates and hunting together. In this way they are extremely
successful hunters. After plenty of photos and video taken, Shane
decided to pass on him and search for a bigger older male.
At the end of January we brought in Diamondback owner Matt
Chverchko. I have been using the Diamondback tonneau covers
for 7 years now, and am owner of two on each of my trucks. They
are an absolutely superb cover for hard working professionals,
and well worth a look if you haven’t heard of them before! Right
oﬀ the bat, Matt and I cut across a giant Tom track along the river.
By the time we were able to get the hounds to the track, it had
mostly melted out. We tried anyways, but to no avail. We knew
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where he was heading though, and circled around to find him again two days later. We let loose on his twenty
minute old track, thinking it was a done deal. This big Tom was smart and although we had never chased him
before, likely had experience with wolves in the area and knew exactly what to do. He ran the dogs over 8 miles,
scaling one giant cliﬀ band and losing three of the dogs there. One managed to get through, and down another
vertical cliﬀ band on the other side of the mountain, to eventually lose the Cougar at nightfall in a boulder field.
Thank God he did, otherwise the wolves less than a mile away that started howling likely would have picked
him oﬀ during the night if we hadn’t caught up to him on time. We never had a chance to find the giant Tom
again as he had gone back down to the river where there was no snow, so we kept searching elsewhere. After
trying to catch up to a certain big footed Tom for three days in another location, he finally resurfaced and we
had him treed on one of the coolest leaning pines you’ve ever seen. Matt harvested his Tom on the second last
day of the hunt, and will be back for a crack at a lynx in the near future after having seen one tease him at less
than 70 yards. You’ve got to love bow hunting!
After heading to the Sheep Show and the Western Hunt Expo, we
returned to the area to find perfect conditions finally. It only took
all winter! I called a few hunters but everyone was busy and
winding things down, so decided to search for a Cougar for myself.
It had been 6 years since my last personal harvest, so it was
exciting to get out and hunt for myself again. With snow right down
to the river, I immediately headed to the area I had last seen the
giant cat tracks with Matt. Like clockwork, there it was, in the exact
same location we had previously seen it a month ago. I spent a full
day freshening up the track, as we were not sure how old it or the
snow was. When I returned the second morning to find his fresh
prints in my quad tracks, it was game on. I raced back to grab the
dogs, and we let loose. Directly below where we parked were 11
sheep. Very likely this big Tom was just waiting in the rocks above
for his chance to pounce on them that evening. We had other
plans, and after a mile and a half chase up the mountain into the
trees, had him treed. He wasn’t getting away this time! It was a nice
way to end our season, harvesting a giant 172lb Tom with a 15 3/8”
skull. The best part though, was seeing those sheep the next day
feeding lazily in the field, oblivious to what took part the day
before, and what could have been their fate!
All told this season we harvested 5 Cougar; two of which went
record book, and one nice Lynx. Our 2020 Cat season is booking up,
with over 50% of our hunts sold. If you are interested in a Cougar,
Lynx, or Bobcat, be sure to give us a call to get your opportunity at
one of these cats soon before they are booked out for another year!
For contact information, please see below. Happy hunting!
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